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civic sector is driven by individuals who often combine their activism with 
other work, too often burn out from stress and the emotional strain of solving 
problems, and suffer even more from the shift in communication approaches, 
teamwork and the organisation of work under quarantine conditions. Indeed, 
with Covid-19, many have been confronted with the need to quickly shift gears 
in order to continue changing society for the better.

In response to these challenges, the East Europe Foundation took advantage of 
its EU-funded 3D Project to offer coaching to the leaders of civil society organizations, as 
an instrument for better coping with the uncertainty and distance that the pandemic has 
led to. Until now, coaching has been more of a results-oriented instrument for develop-
ing competencies and offering targeted individual and group guidelines in the corporate 
environment. However, the stories of community activists who tried coaching confirm 
that it also works well in the civic sector.

The 3D Project’s coaching programme for leaders of CSOs during the pandemic is being 
run in two waves. Each series involves three months of training, nine group meetings, and 
nearly 100 individual coaching sessions for 20 civic activists from across Ukraine. Five 
professional coaches are working with the group.

Demand for coaching in the civic society sector is quite high: when we announced that 
we were inviting participants for these two waves, we received 324 applications. The 
heroes of the stories in this publication all completed the first wave. They have plenty 
to say about their experience in the programme, about personal transformations and 
sometimes unexpected discoveries, and about their new understanding of themselves 
in the context of the CSO community.

Author — Yulia Hudozhnyk
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Everything starts with the leader. If the leader is professionally 
burned out, what’s the team going to do? Chair of the board at CSO 
Parostok Iryna Sarancha worked with the experts within the Coach-
ing Programme, which is a part of an EU-funded project implement-
ed by East Europe Foundation “3D Project: Development Despite 
Disruption”. She shares the process of internal changes and the 
results here.

Iryna Sarancha runs a CSO called Parostok, meaning sprout, located in the city of Vinnyt-
sia. Iryna came to the Programme’s coach feeling professionally burned out. A number 
of factors had led to this burn-out: the nature of her work, the large number of projects 
she was managing, the need for her to be on top of each of them, overwork, and the 
challenges of the pandemic. Iryna didn’t know how she could continue like this, until she 
began to work directly with a coach.

“I realized that I needed to set aside time not only for professional activity but also for my 
personal life,” Iryna recalls. “You can’t keep working until you’re exhausted. You have to 
think and care about yourself as well.”

But in practice this is easier said than done, especially for someone who is always “in 
pursuit of success” and used to a fast-paced approach to life. “I don’t know any other 
way to be,” admits Iryna. “It’s just not my style. But now I’m at the point where I’m ready 
to turn down some projects. I want to get away from this crazy pace and recover a little.”

Iryna Sarancha,  
the Chair of the Board at 
CSO Parostok: “I’d like the 
team to be able to work 
without me”
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at a fast pace, but tries 
to get away from the 
rush to recover
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Living for the now

Iryna expects that, in time, her team will be able to 
run projects on its own. She adds that, based on her 
own experience, she’s convinced that the support 
of a coach is very important for leaders. “When the 
manager carries all the responsibility, this really 
helps,” she says. “I want my team to be able to work 
without me and coaching fosters this kind of goal.”

Iryna also feels that she herself is ready to let her team 
take complete control of new projects, even at the 
proposal stage. Coach Anna Braikovska notes: “Any 
changes in an organisation require time and resources 
to learn to delegate. The leader invests these in order 
to explain and teach, waits for certain changes, and 
then, step by step, new solutions are instituted.”

Working with a coach helped Iryna see that she need-
ed to listen to herself and to her own needs more, 
both at work and outside it. “I began to do more of 
what I needed to do for myself,” she recalls. “And that 
includes learning to say ‘no.’ I began to realize that life 
is not someday, somewhere. It’s right here and now.”

ANNA BRAIKOVSKA  
worked with Iryna during the individual sessions

Coach Anna Braikovska, who worked with Iryna, is con-
vinced that all changes in a team begin with the leader: 

“The leader is the person who starts the communication 
and transformation in teamwork.” The director of Parostok 
did just that, but she understands that she can’t walk away 
from her commitments just yet. Even before the coaching 
began, the CSO had taken on a new initiative for individuals 
with disabilities. This project is being implemented with 
a grant from yet another component of the “3D Project: 
Developing in the face of obstacles” and the team really 
needs Iryna’s leadership.

The key to change
The results of a survey on the use of civic technology in 
Ukraine were what inspired Parostok to initiate this new 
project. It turned out that 73% of people with handicaps had 
never used such technologies. Most had heard of them, but 
they didn’t know how to use these technologies or were 
afraid that they would fail for lack of know-how.

The situation worsened during the pandemic, when the 
need for these very technologies sharply grew. An addi-
tional problem was that, in the process of developing civic 
technologies, often the principle of universal design was not 
applied and so these technologies remain inaccessible, in 
particular to people with impaired hearing. To amend the 
situation, the Parostok team decided to develop a special 
inclusive course and to get more civic activists with hand-
icaps to use them.

The project is already underway and the director of this 
CSO understands that, regardless of how exhausted she is, 
she has to be involved in it 100%. Iryna says that the team 
is not ready yet to let go of her as the leader or to find a 
replacement. She adds that these kinds of issues have to 
be resolved already at the planning stage and not have 
someone quit a leadership role in mid-process.

“The team was quite upset when people found out that 
I wanted to quit,” she admits. “They aren’t used to taking 
responsibility themselves. I’m fairly worried about this sit-
uation, but there’s no other way to do it.”
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When she was participating in the Coaching Programme, which is a 
part of an EU-funded project implemented by East Europe Founda-
tion “3D Project: Development Despite Disruption”, Natalia Zakharo-
va, the chair of the board of a CSO called UFRA, overcame challeng-
es both in the work of her community organisation and in her own 
work. She talks about how coaching helped her to begin to accom-
plish more than she even expected of herself.

Natalia runs UFRA, a community organization in the city of Kalush in Ivano- Frankivsk 
Oblast. Having worked with a coach before, she was convinced that she would not feel 
any major changes this time. However, the opposite turned out to be the case when she 
joined the Coaching Programme. The result was that UFRA’s director saw positive changes 
both in her own work and in that of her team.

After every session with the coach, Natalia talked with her team about what she had heard 
and felt that they also were in accord with it. “For a community organisation, this kind of project 
is pretty useful, because it helps consolidate people,” she says. “We’re all moving towards 
the same goal, but it’s really important that each one of us have our own resources, and 
understand our role and our own growth. With this kind of support, it’s possible to get there.”

Natalia Zakharova, the 
Chair of the Board at CSO 
UFRA: “Challenges are 
given to us so that we can 
overcome them and grow”
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an instrument for locals to quickly get in touch with 
City Hall and utility companies.

“Given the pandemic situation, many people were 
forced to stay at home and so they had no way 
to turn to municipal authorities,” says Natalia. “Our 
chatbot now helps them to always be in contact, 
without any obstacles.”

Coaching offers a chance to see new solutions to 
old problems Coach Braikovska explains: “The client 
looks at the situation from a different, unfamiliar 
angle, and this affects their further planning and 
strategic decisions. Even a single session can pro-
vide a trampoline for embodying plans and ideas.”

As an example, as part of the Coaching Programme, 
Natalia took a second look at her approach to a proj-
ect on financial literacy among kids. The project did 
not have enough financing and remained on paper 
at that point. But thanks to her work with the coach, 
Natalia saw a way out. “The community itself can 
invest a small amount in those projects that it deems 
necessary and worthy,” she says. “I understood that 
we can and should shape a culture of voluntarism 
and to call on people to charitable work.”

Natalia’s coach, 
ANNA BRAIKOVSKA

Natalia’s coach, Anna Braikovska, adds her thoughts: 
“The 3D Project’s Coaching Programme is aimed at 

developing leadership potential among community activ-
ists and to reduce the consequences of the pandemic that 
could have an impact on the performance of a team. The 
coaching approach raises the quality of interactions and 
the level of motivation in the team.”

“I honour Kalush”
The main need that Natalia had when she joined the coach-
ing programme was to preserve the organisation and ensure 
its long-term growth. Because of ill-wishers who were 
extremely sceptical of change and of activists in Kalush, it 
had become really difficult to implement their ideas. What’s 
more, it was hard to uphold their reputation, and to demon-
strate that the city was changing for the better and that the 
civic sector was playing an important role in this process.

While she was working with the coach, Natalia suddenly got 
an idea how to fix the situation that had been developing 
and the “I Honour Kalush” project was born. “We decided 
it was time to do something to dampen the wave of nega-
tivity and promote the positive instead,” said UFRA’s leader.

The UFRA initiative plans to involve school kids in taking 
interviews with city residents and asking them what they 
see that’s positive in their community. These themes will 
then be discussed on the local television channel. “Our task 
is to get rid of the negative and focus on positive moves for 
Kalush,” says Natalia. “These broadcasts should help shape 
several new directions that the community can take. It’s 
important for us to do something, and not just talk.”

Answering the 
challenge
“Time to act” can be seen as the slogan of activists in every 
area of life. Not long after Natalie joined the Coaching Pro-
gramme, she found out that she had cancer. Still, having talked 
to her team first, she decided not to refuse the opportunity.

“After talking about it, we concluded that challenges are 
given to us so that we can overcome them and grow,” says 
Natalia. “This project from the East Europe Foundation is a 
part of my life and my life continues.”

One of the outcomes of the coaching programme was the 
development of a chatbot for the Kalush community. UFRA is 
also participating in another component of the 3D Project, its 
granting support for the development and implementation 
of civic tech solutions. The Kalush chatbot was developed 
thanks to a grant from the East Europe Foundation, providing 

UFRA put together 12 project ideas to participate in 
the coaching programme. The team was convinced 
that it could work in parallel on at most three of them. 
However, after the coaching, they saw the light: if 
everything was delegated properly and outside 
support involved, they could actually carry out all 
12 initiatives at the same time.

At this point, the CSO has launched all of their 
planned projects. “This is the effect of coaching,” 
Natalia concludes. “When you realize that you can 
do a lot more than you ever imagined yourself doing.”
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Yevhen Pavlov’s story is a brilliant example of how someone’s life 
can change after a single conversation. And how coaching often 
leads to quite unexpected results. He talks about how coaching 
influenced this community activist from Konotop.

Yevhen is a member of the board at International Institute for Community Development, 
a CSO. Until not long ago, he ran a project to develop public budget technology in Kono-
top. At that point, he did not understand that he was not in the right place and was doing 
something that did not suit him. The pandemic had a significant impact on this as well.

“I suddenly had more time that I could devote to personal development and to finding 
out who I really was, and coaching helped a lot here,” Yevhen recalls.

While working with a coach from the Coaching Programme which is a part of the EU-fund-
ed project implemented by East Europe Foundation “3D Project: Development Despite 
Disruption”, Yevhen began to question himself, for the first time, why he was making this 
or that choice in life. “I realised that I kept getting involved many things simply because 
I didn’t know how to say ‘no,’” he admits. “I kept convincing myself that if I didn’t know 
something, I had to definitely give it a go. I approached everything rationally – yet, at the 
same time, I was being dishonest with myself.”

In addition to this, Yevhen came to the coach with some issues in communication, which 
had changed significantly during the pandemic.

“How you get information is pretty limited in chats and Messenger, because you don’t hear 
the intonation of the person’s voice and you don’t see their mood, yet you have to accept 

Activist Yevhen Pavlov: 
“Coaching helped me 
finally listen to myself”
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Participating in the coaching program gave Yevhen 
more clarity and self-awareness about how to devel-

op. Yevhen’s coach Olena Trehubenko explains that his first 
request was how to properly prioritize and combine various 
areas of activity. “And when we started working, it turned 
out that the main issue was something else,” she says. “It 
was how not to run in circles like a hamster in its treadmill 
but to stop and listen to himself.”

After an open chat at a coaching session, Yevhen decided 
to leave the civil society sector. He says his colleagues 
weren’t especially surprised. They already knew his views 
of his own development and understood that, sooner or 
later, this would happen. “I don’t want to just say good-bye,” 
says the activist. “If they ever need it, I will be happy to help. 
But for now my plan is to be less and less involved once 
the project I’m in charge of ends.”

Coach Olena Trehubenko says that Yevhen’s decision to 
change his field of activity did not surprise her, either. The 
purpose of the 3D Project’s Coaching Programme is to 
shore up CSO teams during the pandemic but it’s very 
difficult to predict what will happen with a given client. 
The goal can shift during the process of working together. 
“If he were to stay in the organisation and keep working 
without motivation and desire, that would not be good for 
the project,” notes Olena.

what they are telling you at face value and respond to it 
accordingly,” he recalls. “We talked with the coach about 
how I reacted to this internally and what I should do with it.”

A different request
Yevhen has been engaged in community activity for the last 
four years but only now has he realized that he was brought 
to this by sheer happenstance. In the process of being 
coached, he was able to identify what is truly meaningful 
to him and which path he should take going forward: “It’s 
a shame, but it turns out that the path that I was following 
so far was not the one I really want to be on.”

He explains that he never asked himself the questions 
that came up when he was working with the coach and 
was thus profoundly surprised by the “metamorphoses 
at the fundamental level” that began to take place. “Turns 
out that this experience overshadowed everything that 
went before, in terms of significance,” says Yevhen. “In this 
program, I came to a point that I had needed all my life.”

Changing course

For Yevhen, the project gave him an opportunity to 
listen to himself, to his own needs and desires, and, 
in the end, to finally hear himself. He admits that, until 
now, he had never had the opportunity to do so, nor did 
he have a vision of who he wanted to be in 5–10 years.

After working with a coach, a pathway forward began 
to emerge. Yevhen is convinced that this process 
will bring him to a new environment, new skills and 
preferences, and a revision of his priorities.

“I was able to use this litmus paper to see what was 
me and what wasn’t, what I really wanted and what 
I didn’t,” says Yevhen. “You’d think that a few conver-
sations with a coach is just a grain of sand against 
the background of an entire lifetime, but it gave the 
impulse to internal changes that have already led 
to a tectonic shift and will lead to further external 
changes.”

Coaching prompted Yevhen to take a bold step and 
admit to himself that it was time to choose a different 
path. This new path is programming, something 
that he had thus far treated merely as a hobby. But 
Yevhen understood that this was something he 
wanted to do more and in greater depth.

Aside from this, he completed a marathon of daily 
meditation, signed up for a course in English, and 
started training in crossfit. “The coach and I came 
to the conclusion that I need to do more things that 
help me to feel, listen to and recognize myself,” says 
Yevhen. “I know that my path is only beginning but I’m 
really happy about the changes that I’ve seen so far.”

Yevhen’s coach  
OLENA TREHUBENKO
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The pandemic forced many community project leaders to reconsider 
the way they were interacting with their team and to become more 
aware of its needs. For this reason, Peli Can Live, a CSO, now uses 
coaching as one of its instruments, after participating in the Coach-
ing Programme which is a part of the EU-funded project implement-
ed by East Europe Foundation “3D Project: Development Despite 
Disruption”. Project Manager Kateryna Miroshnichenko talks in detail 
about what coaching has meant to her.

Kateryna turned to a coach in the programme in order to find ways to strengthen and 
consolidate her team at a time when everyone was being forced to work off-site. During 
the pandemic, her staff was worried about themselves and their families, and this clearly 
had an impact on their performance.

“COVID-19 showed us just how limited our resources really are,” Kateryna recalls. “Be-
cause if someone gets sick with this virus, you have to pay serious attention to how they 
are doing afterwards, and whether they have enough strength to carry out their normal 
duties. Right now, I try to track those things in myself and my colleagues, and pay a lot 
more attention to each one’s state of health.”

A motherly leadership style
Even before she got involved in the 3D Project’s Coaching Programme, Kateryna was begin-
ning to think about how to avoid emotional burnout in the team. She says that, now, talking 
about how people are feeling is an integral part of their internal communication. “At this point, 
I understand just how important it is to include this regularly,” she says. “We hired two new 
people and we think that, with them, this kind of conversation will be taking place every week.”

Project manager 
Kateryna Miroshnichenko: 
“COVID-19 showed us just 
how limited our resources 
really are”
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Kateryna’s coach, Tetiana Hrytsenko, emphasiz-
es that coaching helps managers to “become 

aware of their leadership style and their identity in 
the role of leader.” For instance, Kateryna became 
aware that, so far, she had chosen a motherly 
approach to her organisation. The Peli Can Live 
activist has three children of her own and, while 
constantly working from home, she was having a 
hard time separating her role at work and at home.

“Now I understand what’s going on and I’m chang-
ing my behaviour: at home I’m the mom, but with 
the team my role has to be different,” admits Kat-
eryna. “I shouldn’t try to control everybody or con-
stantly lose sleep that something’s not right. On 
the contrary, I need to accept the fact that things 
don’t always go according to plan and that’s ok.”

Moreover, Kateryna was inspired on her own ini-
tiative to take advantage of coaching methods 
to help her team grow. For instance, instead of 
immediately answering questions, she now gives 
people a chance to find an answer on their own. 
Tetiana Hrytsenko notes: “There are plenty of el-
ements of coaching that can be applied at work, 
such as open-ended questions, active listening, 
awareness, and unconditional acceptance of 
your collocutor.”

Little by little, 
improvements 
every month
One discovery that came to Kateryna while working 
with a coach was the awareness of her vision of 
a dream team. She realized that, in the past, she 
tended to look at this from a technical point-of-
view: the number of people and their individual 
roles. “It was a serious revelation that I can also think 
of the team in metaphorical terms,” says the activist.

TETIANA 
HRYTSENKO 
worked with 
Kateryna as a 
coach of the 
Program

Using descriptions from Rudyard Kipling as a basis, she chose 
the model of a wolf pack. And here’s how Kateryna interprets 
this metaphor: “I think that it’s a very fair set-up,” she says. “They 
take care of the smaller and weaker members. The pack is 
swift, strong and sure, but, at the same time, thoughtful and 
caring. And that’s how I’d like to build our team: for us to take 
care of each other and be equally strong and swift.”

The manager says that she’s set herself the goal of at least 
one change, one small improvement in the organisation every 
month. For instance, in order to help the team maintain its 
performance during off-site work, Kateryna has started the 
practice of live meetings once every few weeks. “With good 
facilitation, this allows us to make serious progress and gives 
us a stronger sense of being a team,” she explains.

Kateryna was also able to figure out how to feel about herself: 
to feel supported and inspired. She singled out those work 
processes that energized her the most and saw where she 
was giving, and where she was gaining strength for herself. 
Now, when Kateryna takes on new assignments, she always 
asks herself: “Where am I in this task? Why am I doing this?”

Participating in the Coaching Programme also gave this leader 
incentive to try something new for herself. “Different activities 
affect me differently,” Kateryna explains. “And I don’t come 
across the same everywhere. There are numerous incidents 
that I keep thinking about, even after a programme ends. It’s 
an ongoing transformational process.”
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Viktor Smoliak, an activist from Ternopil Oblast, works in a library 
and is involved with youth initiatives. He approached the Coaching 
Programme for CSO leaders wanting to figure out how to combine 
these two activities — and here’s what happened.

Viktor works as a designer and communications specialist at the Insource Centre for the 
Development of Initiatives. When he found out he could get support from a coach under 
the East Europe Foundation’s 3D Project, supported by the EU, he decided that this could 
be a great opportunity to look at his own activities from a different angle. “I understood 
that this could be very useful, both in my personal development and in the development 
of our organisation,” he recalls with a smile. “But participating in this programme exceeded 
my expectations by far!”

It’s the little stuff
Viktor’s main place of work is the library, and in his free time he helps with the initiatives of 
the public organization. He explains that he often ends up being overextended as a result 
and it’s very hard to switch from one task to another, to finish everything on time, or to ask 
one of his colleagues to help. Until this point, he’d always done everything himself. Even 
when there really wasn’t enough time or opportunity. Viktor found it extremely difficult to 
get someone else’s help.

“I was used to taking on more so that others wouldn’t be overloaded,” recalls Viktor. “Yes, 
I was afraid to delegate but I only began to understand this while working with the coach. 

Activist Viktor Smoliak: 
“Coaching showed me 
how to think differently 
and it’s starting to work”
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Among other things, 
VIKTOR reconsidered 
his attitude to 
“routine work”
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Another challenge that he came to the coach 
with was procrastination. Because of the large 
number of minor tasks for which there was never 
enough time, Viktor often chose to postpone 
them to the last minute.

The 3D Project’s Coaching Programme made it 
possible for community activists to overcome 
those challenges raised by the pandemic as well. 
Insource’s main work is organizing events. Viktor 
explains that because of COVID-19, the Insource 
team was forced to radically change its approach 
to communication and coordination, and to re-
think how to implement what they had planned. 
The NGO’s main work is organising events.

How to make them high-quality and timely while 
remaining in compliance with all quarantine re-
strictions became yet another task. “The hardest 
thing was to change our approach so that we 
could still hold these events while making sure 
that the safety and health of all those attending 
was taken care of,” says Viktor.

After working with a coach, Viktor returned to 
his colleagues with new skills in how to properly 
manage time in order to work more efficiently and 
productively. “When you don’t see any results for 
a long time, then it’s not so easy to carry out the 
same routine work, day after day,” he admits. “But 
now I understand that we actually need these 
minor tasks to be handled well so that our orga-
nization can function self-sufficiently, given the 
constant flow of projects, and reach a new level.”

Dreaming  
of expansion
At this time, Insource supports local initiatives for 
the residents of small communities in Ternopil, 
Rivne and Khmelnytskiy Oblasts. Viktor is confi-
dent that the organisation can engage more new 
people and manage a larger number of projects. 
And for this, the daily routine of what seems, at 
first glance, “trivial” work is extremely important.

The activist’s dream is to see the geographic 
reach of the CSO’s projects to expand and oppor-
tunities for team development to grow. He says 
that, for now, he’s having a hard time motivating 
others, but he has already set the goal for himself, 
which has energized him: “I don’t want us to sit in 
the same spot with a single project.”

Participating in the coaching programme made Viktor un-
derstand where he needs to go and the confidence to go 

on his own path. Coach Olena Trehubenko, who worked with 
him for several months, notes: “At first I had the impression 
that he had a hard time saying ‘no,’ that outside circumstances 
often took precedence over his own will and goals.”

But they were able to overcome this during the coaching 
process. “Viktor was able to set priorities, to put together his 
own strategy and to find support within himself,” Trehubenko 
recalls. “The anxiety — and the feeling that everything was 
going not the way it should have — disappeared. He saw that 
he often set up challenges for himself and began to look 
into these as resources for personal growth. He has gained 
confidence and peace of mind, understanding that he owns 
the situation and is on the right track.”

Viktor himself says that, since working with the coach, he has 
become more productive and has started taking on those tasks 
that he had long been tossing into the “not now” basket. One ex-
ample is putting together a brand book for his NGO. The activist 
explains what has led to these changes. “I began to understand 
how to manage my time properly, to not take on too much, and 
to carry out what was planned, step by step,” says Viktor. “Coach-
ing showed me how to think differently and it’s starting to work.”

Learning to plan his time differently really helped Viktor to see 
new opportunities for himself. In addition to design and commu-
nication, he now wants to develop skills as a facilitator. He already 
has some experience in running workshops and he remembers 
enjoying it, so he wants this to be the next rung on the ladder of 
his own personal and professional development. What’s more, 
he adores photography and plans to start exhibiting again, both 
in the context of his Insource activities and beyond them.

Last but not least, Viktor wants to work full-time in the NGO. “Eve-
rything starts small,” he concludes. “Now I’m trying to set a goal 
for myself and work towards it with a proper understanding of its 
prospects and the more interesting projects that it might offer.”

Viktor’s coach  
OLENA TREHUBENKO
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